
For all jobs and 

scores all 

instructions must 

be complete!!! 

Profiler Artist Detective 

 

Excellent 

100% 

•Shows an understanding of 

a person’s perspective on 

history 

•Ideas are unique and 

interesting 

•Information goes beyond 

class notes 

 

•All drawings are detailed 

•Everything is neatly drawn 

and colored  

•No stick figures. 

•All important historic details 

are represented artistically. 

 

•Facts go beyond class 

notes 

•Charts are neatly drawn 

with straight lines 

•All major facts are given 

and easy to find 

 

Good  

80% 

•Shows some 

understanding of a person’s 

perspective on history 

•There are some unique 

and interesting ideas 

•All information from class 

notes is covered 

 

•Most drawings are detailed 

•Mostly everything is neatly 

drawn and colored  

•No stick figures. 

•Most important historic 

details are represented 

artistically. 

•Facts only include class 

notes 

•Charts are neatly drawn 

with straight lines 

•Most major facts are given 

and easy to find 

 

Needs work  

60% 

•Shows little understanding 

of a person’s perspective on 

history 

•Ideas are presented as 

basic facts 

•Only information from class 

notes is used 

 

•Few drawings are detailed 

•Some parts are sloppy  

•Some stick figures. 

•Few important historic 

details are represented 

artistically. 

 

•Facts only include class 

notes 

•Charts are not all neatly 

drawn with straight lines 

•Only a few major facts are 

given and easy to find 

 



For all scores all 

instructions must 

be complete!!! 

Facts Effort & 

Creativity 

Job 

Requirements 

Excellent 

100% 

•All facts are correct and 

about the proper unit 

•All important facts about the 

topic are included. 

•Information goes beyond 

class notes 

 

 

•Everything is neatly written, 

drawn and/or colored  

•No stick figures. 

•Everything is very detailed. 

•Obviously spent the proper 

amount of time on the  project. 

•ALL job requirements complete 

•Detective – clean charts, detailed 

information 

•Artist – clean artwork, proper 

sizing, 

•Profiler – clearly shows how a 

person in history would think or feel 

Good  

80% 

•Nearly all facts are correct, 

all from the proper unit 

•Most important facts are 

included 

•All information from class 

notes is covered 

 

•Mostly everything is neatly 

drawn and colored  

•No stick figures.  

•Most things are detailed 

•May show a couple signs of 

being rushed. 

•Nearly all job requirements 

complete. 

 

Needs 

work  

60% 

•Some facts are incorrect, 

one may be from the wrong 

unit 

•Some key facts are 

missing. 

•Only information from class 

notes is used 

 

•Some parts are sloppy  

•Few things are detailed 

•Some stick figures. 

•Shows many signs of being 

rushed and few signs of time 

spent on the project. 

 

•Some job requirements are not 

complete. 

 


